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petrophysical data partitioning, data computation
(continued)

neural nets 245-7
pigeon-holing 232-3
principal components analysis 197-200
projection pursuit 222-3
data management
classification 183
continuous v. discrete data 184-5
depth control problems 183
environmental effects 183
multivariate normal distribution 190-2
resolution/blocking problems 184
similarity-dissimilarity measures 192-4
variance-covariance matrix 185-7
petrophysical rock types, defined 181
PGE concept 287
physical models, see clay-sand mixture modelling
Poisson-Boltzmann equation 255
polarization 277, 281,287
induced polarization (IP) phenomena 287
modelling 288-95
polyaxial stress loading system 70-2
use in sandstone testing 72-84
pore fluids
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importance of 47-8
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mercury injection capillary pressure 50-1
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sandstone 48-9
pore size distribution, effect on flow 303, 305
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2D 39-41
3D 43
pore-form 48
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see wettability
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artificial neural network predictions 172, 173, 174,
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evaluation of method 145-6
testing of method 147-9, 151-3
relation to permeability 53, 160, 162-5
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relation to wave dispersion 90-2
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electrical conductivity of 261-2
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Hittorf transport numbers 265-6
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practicalities 12-14
test results 16-17
projection pursuit 222-3
pyrite 283, 284, 287
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quality factor (Q) 121,368, 372
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permeability crossplots 126-9
sandstone and shale 123-4
R mode in partitioning petrophysical data 203
random walk models 311, 3 t 7
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bulk density by mineral inversion 147-9
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relaxation time constant 281
reservoir characterization see pore geometry
formation 305
resistivity 278, 281
formation factor 160, 327
silicates 277
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resistivity imaging I-2, 347-9
apparent formation factor 161-2
as permeability predictor 165-6
resolution, problems of scale 184
Rotleigendes, fluid flow in 1
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sandstone
electrical property testing 283, 284
pore geometry 48-9
quality factor for P waves 123-4, 126-7
wave velocity attenuation under stress
method of measurement 70-2
results 72-84
schistosity and tensile strength 118-19
scree plot 199, 200, 204
seismic imaging techniques 121
seismic waves, see waves
self diffusion coefficient 267
shale
electrical property testing 283, 284
quality factor for P waves 123-4, 126-7
shear modulus, role in modelling wave velocities 92-4
shear waves, see waves
Sherwood Sandstone, porosity 162
similarity-dissimilarity measures 192-4
slip flow 3 I0
smectite 283, 284
specific surface conductance 255
spider's web plots 195
standardization of data 187-92
star diagrams I95
Stern layer 254
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stick plots 195
strain in hoop tension test 376
measurement in Penrith Sandstone
method 380-3
results 383-7
streaming potential 271
stress loading system, see polyaxial stress
loading system
stress patterns in hoop tension test 376
Penrith Sandstone 386-7
surface electrical properties
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effective conductivity 261-2
factors affecting 262-5
Hittorf transport numbers 265-6
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electrolyte reaction 258-9
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surface reaction 257-8
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tensile strength tests
methods 108
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method 114-15
results 115-17
ultrasonic wave test
method 108-10
results 111-14
tests discussed 117-19
tension, rock behaviour under
study of gneiss
hoop tension test 114-17
rock description 108
sampling method 108
tests discussed 117-19
ultrasonic wave test 108-14
thermochemical effect 271-2
thermoelectric potential 271-3
thermoelectrokinetic effect 272-3
topology, applied to networks 317-18
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concept evaluation 333-4
defined 300
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measures compared
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relation to surface formation factor 262
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role in multiphase flow 317
role in wave propagation 316
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transformation of data 187-92
ultrasonic waves, see waves
undulating bedding, in horizontal wellbores 355
unrolled images, data presentation as 5-7, 345-9
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viscosity, role in diffusive flow 309
water content, artificial neural network predictions
172, 173, 174, 175
water saturation, artificial neural network predictions
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waves
attenuation
components of 368
multiple backscattering model 369
limitations of 369-70
results 371-3
results discussed 373-4
theory 369
quantification of 368-9
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results 72-84
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methods of measurement 122-3
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propagation and pore structure 316
velocity
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experimental data 136-8
modelling 135-6
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